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Abstract

Food security in changing climate is the major challenge to feed the ever growing world population.
Advancements in plant breeding in the form of novel techniques is the ultimate solution for the development of high
yielding, disease-resistant, nutritious varieties in rapid time. In this scenario speed cloning from wild relatives can
lead to manipulation of desirable genes in crops using genome editing which eventually through speed breeding
may lead to the development of varieties in half of the time than normal. In this review, we described the novel
technical breakthroughs that have great potential and are being employed for enhancing crop improvement.
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Introduction
Modern agriculture must offer adequate food to feed the escalating

global population. Currently, we are 7.7 billion and estimated to reach
9.8 billion by 2050. It has been estimated that to fulfill the food
demand of a growing population approximately 25%-70% more
agricultural production is required by 2050 [1]. Achieving this target
becomes more challenging due to crop losses by different
environmental factors. The improvement of crops is very essential for
increasing crop production to meet global food demands. Plant
breeders and scientists are continuously putting efforts to develop
improved crops in terms of higher yield, with better nutrient profile,
resistant to pest and pathogens and climate-resilient. To improve a
crop conventional breeding plays a key role which is prolong and
laborious process involved growing and examining large populations
of crops over several generations often coupled with co-integration of
lethal genes (linkage drag). The limitation of linkage drag demands
multiple times of backcrossing and selection to re-establish the elite
background [2]. Conventional breeding got momentum with the
advent of Marker-Assisted Selection (MAS) and Genomic Selection
(GS) as these techniques assisted the breeding program by facilitating
the selection efficiency [3,4].

However, with the increase in knowledge about the fundamental
genomic features related to quality and yield, the more limitations of
traditional breeding techniques become evident. Owing to the random
recombination events and undirected mutagenesis, extra improvement
of existing elite varieties is an extensive and tedious practice.
Furthermore, during domestication there is a lack of functional
diversity in elite varieties which is another genetic bottleneck for
conventional breeding [5].

Genetic engineering is an alternative to conventional breeding
which refers to the direct modification of genetic makeup of any

organism via biotechnology [6]. The transgenic approaches have also
increased the number of elite crop varieties by transferring genes to
acquire desirable traits. Despite potential applications of this approach
and the promising role of the genetically Modified Crop (GM) in
sustainable agriculture and food security, their usage raised bio-safety
concerns.

To overcome all the limitations of conventional breeding and
genetic engineering scientific community has pushed for new
technology which assists to reduce the generation time and speed up
crop development. Recently scientists become successful in attaining
their goal and found the new grounds which permit them to accelerate
the process of new variety development.

Here with the aim of crop improvement, we furnish an overview of
innovated techniques of “ Association Genetics and Sequence
Enrichment” (AgRenSeq) or speed cloning, genome editing and speed
breeding.

Speed Cloning or “Association Genetics with R Gene
Enrichment Sequencing”

Keeping in view the bottlenecks of conventional plant breeding, an
international union of researchers has established a new technique to
speedily recruit disease-resistance genes from wild plants for transfer
into domestic crops. This technique assures to revolutionize the
development of disease-resistant crop varieties which fulfills the global
food demands. The newly established technique is known as speed
cloning or AgRenSeq “Association Genetics with R gene enrichment
Sequencing” was developed by Scientists working at John Innes Centre
in UK in collaboration with the scientist in Australia and US.
According to Project Director Dr. Brande Wulff, developing disease-
resistant crops the new AgRenSeq technique is quite useful to increase
yields and reduce pesticide applications. Moreover, the through speed
cloning technique the elite crops became more resilient for smart
agriculture. The results of AgRenSeq accelerate the struggle against
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pathogens which threaten major food crops globally such as wheat,
maize, rice, soybean and potato. According to Habans Bariana, this
technique strengthens the rapid identification and characterization of
new disease-resistant genes. The AgRenSeq technique is a combination
of association genetics and R gene enrichment sequencing
(AgRenSeq).

To clone R genes scientists selected a diversified panel of wild
diploid wheat accessions to test out their resistance against different
pathogens. Although positional cloning and mutational genomics can
be used to clone R gene but both techniques have limitations which
necessitate the R gene to exist as a single gene and also require
screening of thousands of recombinant or mutant lines [7-9]. On the
other hand, wild relatives of crop plants often hold many R genes and
have pre-domestication traits that prevent to clone R genes by existing
techniques. Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) facilitate the
correlation of traits in a genetically varied population by using already
existing recombination events in natural populations. However, the
limitation of the dependence of GWAS on a reference genome, obscure
the identification of sequences that have considerably deviate from the
reference, for example, R genes. Considering this limitation, the trait
associations on sub-sequences (k-mers) have been used [10].

So, for speed cloning of R genes from diverse panel of plants k-mer-
based association genetics was used in combination with R gene
enrichment sequencing (AgRenSeq) would enable the discovery and
cloning of R genes from a plant diversity panel.

This new technique, consist of high-throughput sequencing of DNA
with state-of-the-art bioinformatics. By using association genetics,
researchers identify associations between genomic loci and disease-
resistant traits across plants population; and through sequence capture
marking of specific genomic regions encoding resistant genes. This is a
cost-effective alternative approach to whole-genome sequencing. The
researchers scanned the diversified accessions of Aegilopstauschii, a
wild progenitor of bread wheat and cloned the four-stem rust-resistant
genes in the time of six months with minimum cost and by passed the
10-15 years. Contrary to other genome association research studies,
the AgRenSeq method is independent to the reference genome and
involved in direct identification of the Nucleotide-Binding/Leucine-
Rich Repeat (NLR) that confer resistance instead of identification of a
genomic region which encode several paralogs for subsequent
confirmation of candidate gene.

Moreover, AgRenSeq is not only limited to genetic variability and
recombination which exists in the bi-parental population but can be
used to scan pan-genome sequence variability in diversified
germplasm collection to isolate unidentified R genes. So, by this
technique notably no extra crossing over or generation of mutations is
needed to clone R gene. Hence it become possible to isolate R genes
from those accessions of wild plant species which do not possess any
superior agronomic traits and only phenotyping of enrichment
sequenced diversity panel is required.

Dr. Wulff the project leader demonstrated that AgRenSeq is a robust
technique for the rapid cloning of resistance genes from a diversified
panel of a wild crop relative. In the case of an epidemic, the generated
library can be phenotyped across the diverse panel to isolate the
resistant genes. By combining speed cloning and speed breeding elite
resistant crop varieties can be developed within few years. Therefore,
this method has massive value for crop improvement and offers new
fundamental insight into the structure and evolution of functional R
gene architecture on species level. A Project co-leader Brian Steffenson

said “AgRenSeq is an important step forward that will assist and speed
up the development of more resilient crop plants varieties other than
wheat. “With a large pool of resistance genes in hand, we can breed
new varieties with broad-based, multi-gene resistance that will
minimize diseases losses.

Breeders will be able to use the results of AgRenSeq to breed crops
that are more resistant to pests and diseases. These crops will require
less pesticide application bringing down production costs, and
hopefully the price of food products made from these crops, thus
benefiting the consumer.

The speed cloning is a great innovation, which plant breeders and
scientists have long wanted. Beside speedily clone the R genes this
technique can be used to clone genes for others traits improvement
including yield, nutrition profile and climate tolerant crops to make
them accessible to the world’s grower.

Genome Editing Emerging as an Advance Tool for Crop
Improvement

Genetic diversity or variations is a major factor for improving traits
in plants. Traditional plant breeding was really booming in developing
new varieties. However, in the modern era due to crop domestication,
genetic diversity turns out to be poor for breeding and now it is a
limiting factor to develop the elite germplasms through conventional
approach [11,12].Genome editing has come out as a new alternative
unconventional modern approach to traditional breeding with higher
mutagenic capability.

Among other genome editing approaches ZFN and TALEN,
recently the CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeat) system allows the potentially new projection to
generate genetic diversity for breeding in a unique way. CRISPR/Cas
provides incomparable levels of hold on mutation thus permitting
instant pyramiding of many valuable characters into elite genotype in a
single generation [13]. Moreover, the linkage drag does not introduce
in genome-edited elite varieties. The benefits of gene editing could be
achieved by the integration of these tools into speed breeding
programs. Plant Genome editing emerged the only couple of years
back; it is an easy and robust method. CRISPR has a multiple
applications in agricultural research areas; emerging new opportunities
for the development of novel plant varieties in a shorter time by
deleting the deleterious characters or adding of important CRISPR
system may offers a promising opportunities to edit genes in their
native situation for the improvement of traits of agronomic value such
as high yield, enhanced tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses.

A wide range of non-coding regulatory elements such as promoters
and enhancers can be edited for the precise improvement of enviable
traits [14]. A number of recent researches have proven the potential of
CRISPR/Cas9 to produce a wide range of diversity in alleles at specific
loci. CRISPR based genetic modification is a relatively novel approach,
regardless of its novelty, it is effectively adapted to a broad range of
crop plants for improvement of yield, quality, nutritional values,
resistance to herbicides, biotic and abiotic stresses. First, we provide a
brief overview of genetically edit crops for enhancing disease resistance
against many pathogens. It is well known reality that plants are invaded
by a variety of pathogens causing considerable losses in quality and
yield of crops [15]. Genome editing has been extensively used to
increase the resistance against pathogens [16]. In the upcoming years
Gene-Edited (GE) disease-resistant crops will become a standard tool
in plant breeding. Genomes of different crops such as wheat, maize,
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rice, etc. have been successfully edited for developing disease-resistant
varieties. For example, in wheat resistant against powdery mildew is
developed by Wang Y et al. and Zang Y et al. by induction of mutation
in Mildew Resistance Locus (MLO) and knocking out of TaEDR1 gene
respectively [17,18]. To develop a resistance in tomato against powdery
mildew a tomato SlMLO1 gene was edited by CRISPR-Cas9 [19].

In rice, the resistance against bacterial blight was enhanced by the
editing of OsSWEET11, OsSWEET13 and OsSWEET14 genes [20,21].
Similarly, another attempt was made in which OsERF922 target gene
was edited against rice blast caused by Magnaporthe oryzae [22]. The

crops which are modified for disease resistance by CRISPR cas9 system
are listed in Table 1. In addition to developing diseases-resistance crops
through genome editing, it is tremendously important to improve the
yield which is a quantitative trait under the control of multiple genes to
ensure the food security. To overcome the shortcomings of
conventional breeding editing the yield-related genomic loci is a
promising approach. In rice, the four yield-related genes such as dense
erect panicle (DEP1), grain number (Gn1a), grain size (GS3), and ideal
plant architecture IPA1 have been knocked out. The T2 mutated
generation showed enhanced yielding features [23-32].

Crop plant Gene editor Edited gene Causal organism Target trait References

Wheat CRISPR/Cas9 EDR1 Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici Powdery mildew resistance [18]

Rice CRISPR/Cas9 OsERF922 Magnaporthe oryzae Enhanced rice blast resistance [22]

Rice CRISPR/Cas9 OsSWEET13 Xanthomonas oryzae Bacterial blight resistance [21]

Rice CRISPR/Cas9
OsSWEET11

Xanthomonas oryzae Bacterial blight resistance [20]
OsSWEET14

Tomato CRISPR/Cas9 SlMLO1 Oidium neolycopersici Powdery mildew resistance [19]

Tomato CRISPR/Cas9 SlDMR6-1 Xanthomonas, Pseudomonas
syringae, and Phytophthora capsici. downy mildew resistance [24]

Grapefruit CRISPR/Cas9 CsLOB1 promoter Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri Alleviated citrus canker [25]

Orange CRISPR/Cas9 CsLOB1 promoter Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri Citrus canker resistance [26]

Grapefruit CRISPR/Cas9 CsLOB1 Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri Citrus canker resistance [27]

Cucumber CRISPR/Cas9 eIF4E

Cucumber Vein Yellowing Virus
(CVYV), Zucchini Yellow Mosaic
Virus (ZYMV) and Papaya Ring Spot
Mosaic Virus-W (PRSV‐W)]

Virus resistance [28]

Tobacco CRISPR/Cas9 BeYDV (short
intergenic region) Bean yellow dwarf virus Leaf thickening, chlorosis, curling [29]

Tobacco CRISPR/Cas9

TYLCV-IR
(Intergenic
Regions), RCA
regions

Tomato yellow leaf curl virus, Beet
curly top virus Leaf curl disease [30]

Arabidopsis thaliana CRISPR/Cas9 elF(iso)4E (elF
transcription factor) Potyvirus (TuMV) Turnip mosaic virus disease [31]

Cotton CRISPR/Cas9 CLCuD IR and Rep Begomo virus Cotton leaf curl disease [32]

Table 1: List of edited genes by CRISPR/Cas9 system for disease resistance in different plants.

Likewise, CRISPR-Cas9 based multiplex genome editing system was
used to concurrently knocked out the three genes (GW2, GW5 and
TGW6) which negatively regulate the grain weight, the resulting edited
plants produced grains with increased weight [33]. For more tillering a
study was conducted by Miao J; they disrupted the LAZY1 gene by
CRISPR-Cas9 system and T1 mutated rice plant with more tillers were
generated [34]. Large-sized tomato fruit has been developed by
targeting the cis-regulatory element of CLAVATA-WUSCHEL; the
genes involved in stem cell circuit and direct the meristem size. By
editing these circuit genes in tomato number of locules are produced
resulting in bigger sized fruit [35]. In tomato plant expression of SELF-
PRUNING 5G (SP5G) was enhanced during long days causes early
flowering resulting in early yield. These findings facilitated the
extension of tomato cultivation beyond its origin [36].

In addition to developing genetically edited disease-resistant plants
and improving yield-related characteristics several other traits have
been manipulated by the CRISPR-Cas9 system.

Presently malnutrition is one of the most serious issues regarding
human health and researcher's interest in developing crops with
improved quality is dramatically increasing since a couple of years
back. Genome editing has huge potential for enhancement of
nutritional properties, for example, the quality of potato was enhanced
by knocking out of granule-bound starch synthase GBSS gene. The
resultant mutants with no GBSS enzyme activity were phenotyped for
starch quality; the amylopectin contents were higher in the starch than
the amylose. In a similar effort, Dupont Pioneer generated the waxy
corn by disruption of the Wx1 gene through the CRISPR-Cas9 system.
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Contrary, the rice quality was improved by editing the starch-
branching enzymes (OsSBEI and OsSBEII), genes to reduce the
quantity of amylopectin and to increase the amylose content [37]. In
wheat to generate the mutants with low gluten the functions of α-
gliadin genes were knocked out and in tomato to increase the lycopene
contents, multiple genes involved in carotenoid biosynthesis pathway
have been manipulated [38,39]. In rice edited eight quality and yield-
related concurrently [40].

Presence of weeds in fields negatively affects the crops yield because
of competition for resources. For the management of weeds chemical
and transgenic approaches have been used. At present, genome editing
tools are being employed to produce herbicides resistant crops. Such as
herbicides resistant rice varieties have been developed by site-specific
replacement and insertion in the endogenous EPSPS gene [41].
Similarly, potato, maize, soybean, flax and cassava plants have been
genetically edited for developing herbicide resistance [42-46].

Abiotic stress tolerance is an intricate trait and due to this
complexity, fewer numbers of edited crops in this field have so far been
developed as compared to disease-resistant crops. Shi et al.
manipulated the maize ARGOS8 gene by CRISPR-Cas9 to enhance the
drought stress tolerance under scarce water condition [5]. Likewise,
the OST2 gene of model Arabidopsis plant has been mutated resulting

in changing the pattern of stomata closure to cope with the
environmental drought condition thus conferring the drought
tolerance to plants. Table 2 describes the use of CRISPR-Cas9 tool for
improving significant traits in crop plants.

Since 2013, first documentation of the use of CRISPR/Cas9 of plant
genome editing, there came many advance variants of CRISPR/Cas
system such as CRISPR/dCas9, CRISPR/Cas12 (Cpf1), CRISPR/Cas13
(SHERLOCK), ribonucleoproteins (RNP) and base editors. All these
modern editors are being employed to improve the agricultural crop
more efficiently and have revolutionized the functional genomics. In
this review we will not provide the detail studies about the use of these
modern variants. Moreover, initially, first-generation gene-editing
applications rely on one or two non-elite genotypes which are in vitro
transformed and regenerated. But newly developed techniques
facilitate more effective transformation even for elite genotypes
[47,48]. Gene editing still have prolonged tissue culture requirements
as well as specialized labs with physical containment appropriate for
genetic manipulation using CRISPR system [49]. However, now the
Express Edit system is available that edit the gene directly in the speed
breeding scheme could avoid the bottleneck of in vitro transformation
and regeneration of plants.

Crop plant Gene editor Edited gene Target trait References

Wheat CRISPR/Cas9 Ta GW2 Grain weight [50]

Maize CRISPR/Cas9 ZmLIG1, ZmM26, Zm  - [51]

Maize CRISPR/Cas9 Wx1 High amylopectin content Pioneer,2018

Maize CRISPR/Cas9 ZmIPK Reduce phytate [52]

Maize CRISPR/Cas9 TMS5 Thermosensitive male-sterile [53]

Maize CRISPR/Cas9 ARGOS8 Drought stress tolerance [5]

Oryza sativa CRISPR/Cas9 LAZY1 Tiller-spreading [34]

Oryza sativa CRISPR/Cas9 Gn1a, GS3, DEP1, IPA1 Enhanced grain number, larger grain size dense
erect panicles [23]

Maize CRISPR/Cas9 ALS Herbicide resistance [51]

Oryza sativa CRISPR/Cas9 SBEIIb High amylose content [37]

Oryza sativa CRISPR/Cas9 ALS Herbicide resistance [54]

Oryza sativa CRISPR/Cas9 EPSPS Herbicide resistance [23]

Camelina sativa CRISPR/Cas9 FAD2 Decreased polyunsaturated fatty acids [55]

Potato CRISPR/Cas9 GBSS High amylopectin content [56]

Potato CRISPR/Cas9 ALS Herbicide resistance [57]

Tomato CRISPR/Cas9 SP5G Earlier harvest time [36]

Tomato CRISPR/Cas9 SlAGL6 Parthenocarpy [58]

Tomato CRISPR/Cas9 SP, SP5G, CLV3, WUS, GGP1 Tomato domestication [38]

Soybean CRISPR/Cas9 ALS Herbicide resistance [44]

Flax CRISPR/Cas9 EPSPS Herbicide resistance [45]
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Cassava CRISPR/Cas9 EPSPS Herbicide resistance [46]

Table 2: List of edited genes by CRISPR/Cas9 system for improving different traits in plants.

Speed Breeding: A New Avenue for Crop Improvement
Since ancient times multiple techniques, practices and approaches

have been developed to enhance the crop productivity. In spite of
advanced and efficient molecular techniques new pathways are still
needed to meet the future food demands. The time-consuming crop
improvement by traditional breeding is attributed to the prolong
generation times. The “speed breeding” method is a short way to
reduce the generation time and speeds up breeding and research
programs. To grow plants in space, NASA has developed the procedure
of speed breeding afterward advancements in this technique were
brought by UK and Australian Scientists of John Innes Center and
Queensland University respectively. Speed breeding technology of

NASA has motivated the Amy Watson and their colleagues to carry out
an experiment with Dr. Lee Hickey on speed breeding techniques [12].
They ascertained that generation time of major crops like wheat,
chickpea, canola and barley can be considerably reduced by adaptation
of this technology (Figure 1). Six generations per annum can be
achieved for spring, durum wheat (Triticum aestivum, T. durum),
barley (Hordeum vulgare), chickpea (Cicer arietinum) and pea (Pisum
sativum) and 4 generations of canola crop (Brassica napus), through
speed breeding which normally can be grown up to 2-3 generations in
glasshouse conditions. For speed breeding purpose plants were grown
in completely closed chambers with controlled environmental
conditions which speed up the growth and development of plan.

Figure 1: A Schematic representation of Speed breeding by Watson et al. accelerates the generation time of major crop plants for research and
breeding. Comparison of glasshouse control condition with filed variable photoperiod (10-16 hours), in natural condition 2-3 generations of
wheat, barley, chickpea and canola can be grown per annum (right), by speed breeding annually 4-6 generations of these crops to be
achieved(left). These values are representative of relatively rapid cycling cultivars of each crop.

Speed breeding approach has already been effectively practiced to
hasten breeding aims for pea (P.sativum), amaranth (Amaranthus spp.)
and peanut (Arachis hypogaea) [59-61]. Other crop plants such as
radish, sunflower and pepper give better response to prolong
photoperiod and it is likely to minimize their generation time through
speed breeding technique [62]. Advancements in genomic techniques
and resources along with reduced sequencing expenditures have
facilitated the plant scientist to switch their attention from model

plants to crops. Even with such advances, prolong generation times of
many crops enforce a barrier. Different researchers have developed
speed breeding protocols for different crops to hasten the generation
time [12]. Contrasting to double haploid methodology, in which to
generate the homozygous lines; haploid embryos are rescued for
chromosomes doubling speed breeding, applies to diverse germplasm
and there is no requirement of in vitro culturing in particular labs [63].
In speed breeding technique to reduce the generation time quality and
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intensity of light, photoperiod and controlled temperature are used to
speed up the photosynthesis and flower setting rate, along with early
seed production. Specialized protocols are on hand for plants which
necessitate specific environmental conditions for flower setting, for
instance, vernalization or short days. By applying these techniques
cereals can be grown at high densities for example 1,000 plants/m2

with limited space and cost [64]. Combining speed breeding with
state-of-the-art technologies will strengthen the efforts to fulfill the
feeding requirement of the growing population [65]. There is
impressive potential for amalgamation of speed breeding with these
modern technologies and resources including, speed cloning, genomic
selection, high throughput genotyping, marker-assisted selection,
CRISPR gene editing, etc. to make the crop improvement faster.

Therefore, by combining the speed cloning, gene editing and speed
breeding techniques generation time can be bypass from 10-15years to
5-6 years. This rapid crop improvement program of 5-6 years include
three major techniques firstly by speed cloning within 6 months
desirable genes can be cloned from a diverse population, secondly,
manipulation of crop genomes can be done by different genome
editing approaches like express edit and at third phase through speed
breeding techniques within 1 year 4-6 generation can be generated,
finally field trial takes 1-3 years (Figure 2).

Figure 2: A schematic representation of advanced technical breakthrough to enhance the crop improvement.

Speed breeding technology is capable to accelerate the advancement
in different plant research areas including crossing, generation of
mapping populations and phenotyping of plants for specific traits [12].
Additionally, backcrossing and traits pyramiding can be accelerated by
speed breeding [65].

Conclusion
Over the past couple of decades, conventional breeding that relies

on diversified plant populations has enormous contributions in
agriculture. However, the variations in a population are mostly
consequents of spontaneous mutations or chemically induced
mutations or physical irradiation which are generally rare and occur
randomly. Additionally, in elite varieties variation for complex traits

might not be possible by labor extensive breeding program. Therefore,
advanced technologies can generate rapid precise targeted
manipulation in crops. In this review, we have discussed the technical
advancements and their integration in breeding programs to reduce
the generation time of 10-15 years to 5-6 years. To get the generation
in short time the integration of advanced techniques of speed cloning
and genome editing leading to speed breeding are best choice. In gene
editing approach CRISPR/Cas system is an accurate, rapid and
versatile tool which can be employed to targeting any part of the
genome of an organism by altering the sequence of gRNA. It will useful
in annotating a huge quantity of sequence data which will further
facilitate in discovering the genomes of the different crops by
overcoming the limitations of searching diversified plant populations
and conventional breeding methods. In consequence, these speed
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cloning and CRISPR/Cas system being easier, safer and precise
techniques have to be integrated into the crop improvement programs
to get benefits of the presently existing enormous genome sequence
data to generate improved crop varieties to meet the demands of a
future growing population.
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